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oxford english dictionary wikipedia - the oxford english dictionary oed is the principal historical dictionary of the english language published by oxford university press it traces the historical development of the english language providing a comprehensive resource to scholars and academic researchers as well as describing usage in its many variations throughout the world, effected define effected at dictionary com - 1 outcome issue effect consequence s result refer to something produced by an action or a cause an effect is that which is produced usually more or less immediately and directly the effect of morphine is to produce sleep a consequence something that follows naturally or logically as in a train of events or sequence of time is less intimately connected with its cause than is an, retaining define retaining at dictionary com - retaining definition to keep possession of see more, english words of greek origin wikipedia - but by far the largest greek contribution to english vocabulary is the huge number of scientific medical and technical neologisms that have been coined by compounding greek roots and affixes to produce novel words which never existed in the greek language utopia 1516 not place zoology 1669 hydrodynamics 1738, dimorphic definition of dimorphic by merriam webster - recent examples on the web the canines are sexually dimorphic being larger in males darren naish scientific american blog network incredible elephant seals part 1 3 june 2017 how will understanding the role of doublesex in sexually dimorphic insect traits help us understand phenotypic variation in other animals even humans, grammar definition of grammar by the free dictionary - grammar grammar refers to the way words are used classified and structured together to form coherent written or spoken communication continue reading gram mar gr m r n 1 a the study of how words and their component parts combine to form sentences b the study of structural relationships in language or in a language sometimes including, acronym definition of acronym by merriam webster - what is the difference between the words acronym and initialism acronym is a fairly recent word dating from the 1940s although acronyms existed long before we gave them that name the term was preceded in english by the word initialism meaning an abbreviation formed from the initial letters of a phrase and which has been in use since the late 19th century, school pronouncer guide mrs gough home - are all the variants in the dictionary s pronunciation data that differ phonemically from the chief pronunciation minor phonetic variations that are described in the dictionary pages are not included here however such as, biology dictionary a page 1 macroevolution net - aciculate sick y l t having or composed of needles or spines acid ass id any substance that increases a solution s hydrogen ion concentration an acid can react with a base to produce a salt in aqueous solution acids taste sour redden litmus paper and release hydrogen gas by reacting with metals such as iron or zinc, mold definition of mold by the free dictionary - mold 1 m ld n 1 a hollow form or matrix for shaping a fluid or plastic substance 2 a frame or model around or on which something is formed or shaped 3 something that is made in or shaped on a mold 4 the shape or pattern of a mold 5 general shape or form the oval mold of her face 6 distinctive character or type a leader in the mold of, biology dictionary c macroevolution net - cabbit cab bit the alleged offspring of a buck rabbit and a female cat also known as a rabcat more information cabinet of curiosities in renaissance europe a private collection of remarkable or unusual objects which were typically but not exclusively of natural origin more information caconym kak nim a taxonomic name considered bad for linguistic reasons, linking the language a cross disciplinary vocabulary - rather than introducing a new word in isolation teachers should introduce students to a rich variety of words that share the same root this approach should help diverse learners including english language learners make important connections among vocabulary words within the same family and transfer core ideas across content areas, social science dictionary with a durkheim bias - a general statement intended to develop a unified conceptual scheme for theory and research in the social sciences was published by nine usa social scientists in 1951 theory was to be based on a theory of action in which the point of reference of all terms is the action of an individual actor or collective of actors, the history of english how new words are created - some words arise simply as shortened forms of longer words exam gym lab bus van vet fridge bra wig curio pram taxi rifle canter phone and burger are some obvious and well used examples perhaps less obvious is the derivation of words like mob from the latin phrase mobile vulgus meaning a fickle crowd goodbye a shortening of god be with you and hello a shortened form of, linguistics saint louis review center slrc let - linguistics language a system that uses some physical sign sound gesture mark to express meaning linguistics is the scientific study of language its breadth and depth reach various fields and affect our daily lives in the field of language teachi, evolution theory examples facts britannica com - evolution evolution theory in biology postulating that the various types of plants animals and other living things on earth have their origin in other preexisting types and that the distinguishable differences are due to modifications in successive generations it is one of the
keystones of modern biological theory, literary terms and definitions c carson newman college - cacophony greek bad sound the term in poetry refers to the use of words that combine sharp harsh hissing or unmelodious sounds it is the opposite of euphony cadel dutch cadel and or french cadeau meaning a gift a little something extra a small addition or extra item added to an initial letter, formula for human genius and creativity super memory - high iq in high demand intelligence creativity and genius are generally regarded as highly valuable assets of the human mind as a strong positive correlation exists between iq and the median earned income most people would gladly boost their iq improve creativity or accept being called a genius, plant names g k michael charters home page - gouwsii for professor joseph jozef benjamin gouws 1909 south african botanist and plant collector in southern africa he graduated from the department of botany at the university of pretoria and his dissertation was entitled an ecological study of the flora in and around loskop at waterval boven he is commemorated with the former taxon crinum gouwsii now synonymized to c macowanii, algebraic expression word problems examples with answers - after having gone through the stuff given above we hope that the students would have understood algebraic expression word problems examples with answers apart from the stuff given above if you want to know more about algebraic expression word problems examples with answers please click hereapart from the stuff given in this section if you need any other stuff in math please use our, what s really going on in hollywood - what s really going on in hollywood by john w cones esq please wait while this loads